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Thus we can develop the necessary algorithmic structure before introducing the pointer 
data structures. We further simplify the derivation by providing a collection of pre- 
proved specialised refinement transformations. 
Abstract rees are enriched in two ways: with paths and with the *-tree (or arbitrary 
tree). Paths are used to access subtrees and, instead of descending a tree in a recursive 
manner, we simply extend a path giving a deeper subtree. Abstract paths are represented 
at the concrete level by pointers. The *-tree provides an elegant way of dealing with 
sharing that arises in intermediate stages of pointer structure manipulation. The *-tree 
allows us to avoid aliasing of pointer structures, thus removing many of the difficulties 
that usually arise when reasoning about pointer structures. We describe some operations 
on enriched trees and provide rules for transforming these into simple standard pointer 
operations. These rules are compositional and allow a correct pointer implementation 
to be mechanically calculated from an algorithm involving enriched trees. 
This still leaves a gap between the standard applicative-style descriptions of tree 
operations and imperative algorithms on enriched trees. To help bridge this gap, we 
provide a collection of rules that allow imperative algorithms on enriched trees to 
be calculated from standard descriptions of tree operations, In some cases, as will 
be made clear, the resulting programs require further refinement before the pointer- 
introduction transformations may be applied, which means that the full derivation path 
is not completely mechanical. 
The program derivation framework used in our approach is the rejinement calculus 
of Back, Morgan and Morris [2,14,16]. The refinement calculus is a formalisation of 
the stepwise refinement method of program construction. The required behaviour is 
specified as an abstract, possibly non-executable, program which is then refined by a 
series of correctness-preserving refinement transformations into an efficient, executable 
program. The programming notation used is Dijkstra’s guarded command language [S], 
extended with assertion statements {p} (assume predicate p holds at this point in the 
computation) and generaked assignments x :=x’Ip (assign to x a value x’ satisfying 
predicate p), 
In order to describe the scope of this paper more clearly, we introduce some defini- 
tions associated with trees. Assume that Item is some given type, then a (binary) tree 
of Item is defined as a recursive data type: 
Tree G E 1 node(item x Tree x Tree). 
That is, a tree can be the empty tree or a node consisting of an item and a left and a 
right subtree. 
Typically, fi,mctions on trees are described as applicative-style recursive functions. 
For example, the diction member, which checks whether an item exists in an ordered 
tree, is defined in Fig. 1. The components of a node tree are accessed as follows: 
root(node(b,l,R)) G b 
left(node(b,l,R)) G L 
right(node(b,&R)) G R. 
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mem.ber(a, E) = false 
member(a,node(b, L, R)) = if a = b -+ true 
0 a < b -+ member(a, L) 
0 a > b -+ member(a, R) fi. 
Fig. 1. Applicative search function on binary trees. 
procedure Member(va1 t : Tree; val a : Item; ref x : Bool) 1 
I[var m : Path l m := 0; 
do t/m # E A a # root(t/m) + 
if a < root(t/m) -+ m := m(left) 
0 a > root(t/m) + m := m(right) fi 
od; 
z := (t/m # 6) 
Fig. 2. Imperative search procedure on binary trees. 
A path is a finite sequence of left or right moves leading to a subtree: 
Path + seq(left ( right). 
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We write () for the empty path, (d) for the singleton path and rnlrnz for the concate- 
nation of paths ml and m2. The subtree of t reached by following path m is denoted 
t/m which is (partially) defined as follows: 
t/o &_t 
node(b,L,R)/(left)m AL/m 
node(b, L, R) /(right)m A R/m. 
The set of all paths of a tree is defined as follows: 
paths(e) 2 (01 
paths(node(b,L,R)) A (0) U {(left)m (m E paths(L)} 
u {(rightjm 1 m E paths(R)}. 
The Member procedure of Fig. 2 is a refinement of the statement x := member(a, t). ’ 
Here, the path m is continually extended in the appropriate direction until a node is 
reached that contains the item a or until the empty tree is reached. 
Given trees ti, t,, and path ltzi E paths(t;), ti[mi\tj] represents the tree ti with the 
subtree reached using rni replaced by tj: 
tl [O\tjl n tl 
node(b,L,R) [(left)mi\tj] 1 node(b,L[mi\tj],R) 
node(b,L,R) [(right)m;\t/] G node(b,L,R[mi\tj]). 
’ The keyword vat indicates call-by-value parameters, while ref indicates call-by-reference. 
For tree t and item 0, t D h represents t with the item at the root replaced by b, 
and t[m D h] represents t with the item at the root of the subrree reached by path m 
replaced by 0: 
rt~de(u. L, R) D b 2 node(b,L, R) 
t[m D b] P t[m\(tjnz D b)]. 
The use of paths to access and manipulate subtrees is common in term-rewriting liter- 
ature [7]. 
1.1. Scope und outline 
In this paper, we present pointer-introduction rules that transform an imperative al- 
gorithm or enriched trees into an algorithm on pointer structures. For example, the 
procedure in Fig. 2 is transformed into the pointer procedure in Fig. 3. These transfor- 
mations are presented in KWO stages: Section 3 describes transformations on operations 
that do not manipulaee the stmcmre of a rfee, while Section 6 describes transforma- 
tions on operations that do manipulate the scrucntre of a tree. These pointer-introduction 
transformations may be fully mechanised. The proof of soundness of these transforma- 
tions is outlined in Section 8. 
In addition, we present some rules that may be used to calculate algorithms on 
enriched trees, such as Fig. 2, from applicative-style recursive functions, such as Fig. 1. 
These rules are presented in two sections, Sections 4 and 7, to mirror the presentation 
of the pointer-introduction rransformations. 
Some of the ideas presented in this paper appear m an earlier paper [4]. However, 
that paper did not present a full pointer-introduction transformation mechanism, rather 
a set of rules that could be used to assist the transformation. These rules were many 
and complicated, making them difficult to remember and use. We have overcome this 
difficulty by providing a safe synractic transformation function that could easily be 
mechanised. Furthermore, that earlier paper did not deal with the transformation of 
applicative-style recursive functions on trees into algorithms on enriched trees. 
procedure Mernber(va1 p : Tree&r; val a : Itern; Pef x : Bool) & 
I[vm q : TreePtru q :I-- p; 
do q # nil A a # q^.root -+ 
if a < q*.root -+ q := q^.left 
0 a > q^.root -+ q := q^.right fi 
oai 
I :- (q # nil) 
II. 
Fig. 3. Search procedure on pointer structures 
We do not claim to provide ai1 approach for dealing with any pointer algorithm. 
Rather our approach is most suited to algorithms that are narui-ally described in terms 
of recursive data structures such as lists and trees. 
We proceed with a general consideration of pointer structures. 
2. Pointer strwtures 
ln order to implement binary trees in an imperative programming language, we would 
typically use pointer structures defined by the following types: 
TYPE TreePtr = POINTER TO Node; 
Node = RECORD 
root: Item; 
l.eft,right:TreePtr 
END ; 
A structure of this type may be modelled explicitly as a partial map (i.e., a many- 
to-one set of pairs) from pointers to records: 
TreeStore 1 TreePtr ++ Node. 
Here we assume that TreePtr is some infinite type, and that Node is a record type 
with the structure described above. The components of a node record 7 are accessed 
by r.root, etc, and a record is constructed by mk_node(b, pl. pr) for b : Item. pl, pt- : 
TreePtr. 
Indirect access of a value via a pointer is modelled as a lookup in the tree store. Let 
G : TreeStore be a store and let p be a pointer to a record in this store, i.e., p E dam(a). 
Then a reference to pA represents the record a(p) and a reference to p^.root represents 
the item a(p).root. 
Indirect assignment via a pointer is modelled by an update of the store, e.g., 
p^.r-oot := b is modelled by (f $9 denotes map f overridden by map y): 
g := g cfi {(p, mkrzode(b, a(p).left, c(p).right))}. 
In conformance with standard programming notation, no explicit references to the store 
cr will be made in code fragments. Instead, occurrence of the dereferencing symbol (^) 
will imply a reference to the store. 
We assume that the value nil is of type TreePtr but that nil is never in the domain 
of G so that access via nil is unsafe. We say that a pointer is well defined (with respect 
to G) if it is in the domain of c or if it equals nil. 
The new(p) statement that allocates space for a new record in the store is modelled 
by the following nondeterministic assignment that selects an unused pointer and creates 
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a new record with arbitrary values: 
p,cr:=p’,o’ 1 p’$dom(a)~p’#nilr\ 
3b, pl, pr . (T’ = G u {(p’, mknode(b, pl, pr))}. 
The dispose(p) statement that deallocates the space used by the record pointed to 
by p is modelled by an operation that removes all enties for p from the store 0: 
u := u \ ({p} x Node). 
A function that extracts the tree modelled by a pointer structure is defined as 
get _free( 0, p) = 
if p = nil -9 E 
0 p # nil -+ node(o(p).root, get_tree(a, rr(p).left), get_free(a, a(p).righf)) 
fi. 
We assume a strict semantics for our language of applicative functions, thus 
get_tree(o, p) will only give a well-defined result if p and each of its descendants 
is well defined in G and the structure in CJ starting at p is acyclic. 
3. Pointer-introduction transformation I 
In this section, we present a set of rules for transforming certain specifications involv- 
ing trees and paths into specifications involving pointer structures. The transformations 
do not deal with manipulation of these structures, but will be extended in Section 6 to 
deal with this. 
The pointer-introduction transformations replace each abstract tree t; by a pointer 
pi and a single store u which will be shared by all trees ti, tj, etc. Having a single 
shared store allows us to model the swapping of nodes between trees. However, the 
pointer-introduction rules that we present are such that only a limited and safe form 
of sharing is allowed. This is described in Section 5. 
A tree fi can have at most one path mi associated with it. Rather than representing 
a path mi directly at the concrete level, we instead represent the subtree t,/mi with a 
pointer qi. 
The result of the pointer-introduction transformations is guaranteed to be a correct 
data refinement of the source specification preserving the following abstraction relation 
between trees, paths, pointers and the store: 
gef_tree(a, pi) = fj 
get_tree(a, qi) = tj/mi. 
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The largest unit of specification is a module which consists of program variables, 
procedures and a main body (S): 
module Mod 
var ti, rn~l, x 
procedure Proc, ( tl, , m,,, . xl ) A S, 
begin 
s 
end 
Here t/ represents a set of tree variables indexed by I (e.g., tl, , f,,). We assume that 
a module has tree variables tl, path variables mJ and other variables represented by .r. 
Each path m; is associated with tree t, and J C Z. Each procedure Proc, may have tree 
parameters tl,, path parameters mJ, (J, 5 I,) and other parameters x,. 
A module of the above form is transformed to a module of the following form: 
module Mod 
wr pl? qJ, x 
procedure Proc~(p~,. gJ,, xl) G -vl/S,~ 
procedure ProcR (p,, , qJ, , X,V ) ^ .Y’~SV] 
begin 
YISI 
end 
I 
Each tree ti is replaced by a pointer p, and each path m, is replaced by a pointer 
q,. Other variables (x) are unchanged. Similar changes are made to the parameters of 
each procedure. The call mode of each parameter (i.e., val or ref) is the same as the 
corresponding abstract parameter. 
The transformation Y is defined on the structure of statements. Transformation of 
compound statements distributes through the structure: 
The transformation 6 on expressions (including predicates) is defined below 
An assignment to program variables that do not include any of 11 or ~?I,J is transformed 
by applying transformation Q to each expression on the right-hand side: 
qx I,..., x,1 :=E I,..., El21 A x1 ,.... x,,:=cqE,j[ )..., epT,/ll]. 
The transformation Q distributes through the structure of an expression leaving it 
unchanged except that references, of the following form, to the root of a tree are 
replaced by pointer expressions: 
B[?Vot( t, )I 2 p,A .root 
b[root(kyi(ti))jl A (p,_ .kfi)^ .root 
R’[root(right(t,))~ G ( p,A .right),- .root 
rT?[r.oot( t;/m, )I ^ qi^ .root 
B~root(left(tj/m,))] 2 (q,^ .leJiT .root 
Cr”groot(right(ti/ml))n A (q;^ .rig/~t)~ .root. 
Furthermore, checks that a tree, of the following form, is empty are replaced by checks 
that a pointer is nil: 
&i[t, = q 1 p, = nil 
Q[leJi(t;) = q L p;.left = nil 
E[right(ti) = Ej 2 p;.right = nil 
B[jt;/m; = q 1 qi = nil 
G~left(t;,h;) = 61 g q,A.leJi= nil 
Qright(tj/m,) = En G q,“.right = nil. 
For example, assume Q contains no references to any of tl or mJ, then 
&[l(t;/mi = E) A root(t;/m;)aa /\ Q[ = ‘(4; = nil) A q,^.root >u A Q. 
The set of transformable subexpressions involving trees is reiterated in Fig. 4. Ref- 
erences to trees tl or paths rn.1 that are not of these forms should not appear in E 
mA( t)) 
mot (kjl( lx)) 
root( rig&( Q) 
rod( t,/m,) 
7-oot(left(t,/m,)) 
I-oot(?-aght(t,/mi)) 
t, = c 
k:ft( 1,) = c 
r-ight(&) = c 
tz/rn, = t 
left(&/m,) = 6 
right(t,/m,) = c 
Fig. 4. Transformable tree expressions. 
when constructing &[I?]. Thus, for example, while the expression roor(t, ) = w~~c:~~ 1 i\ 
transformable, the expression tl = t2 is not; the reason for this is that tI = i2 cannot hc 
implemented by a simple test at the pointer level. 
A transformation such as G[root(t;)] is valid even if r,ool(t,) is undefined, i.e.. -++~n 
t, = E. This is because an assignment such as s := voot( t, ) aborts when ~of(r, ) !L, 
undefined and an aborting command may be replaced by any command. including 
x := p;*.root. Such undefinedness is dealt with in Section 8. We make no assumprion 
about the order of evaluation of conjunctions, so that, t, # t JY I-oot(l, ) > L[ is eqtial :I I 
r-oot(t,) > aAt; # E. 
3.1. Assignments to trees and paths 
We do not provide transformations of arbitrary assignments to trees and paths, rzttxr 
we provide transformations of assignments that have simple implementations as pointrr 
operations. The first set of assignments to trees and paths for which direct tranaforma- 
tions are provided is given in Fig. 5. 
Constructors: Construction of an empty tree is transformed to a simple pointer ad- 
signment: 
Construction of a new node with empty subtrees is transformed to a call to new 
followed by appropriate assignments to the fields of the new record: provided E is 
independent of ti, then 
Ygt,:=node(E, c, E)] 
Inew( pr.root, p;^.left, pi^.right := b[E], nil, nil. 
For both these operations, it must be the case that t, does not have an associated 
path variable m; in the current scope. 
t, := E 
ti := node(b,c,c) 
m, := () 
{Zs_Node(t,/m,)} m, := m,(left) 
{Zs_Node(t,/m,)} m, := m,(right) 
t, := t,DE 
ti := t,[m, D E] 
Fig. 5. Transformable tree assignments. 
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Path assignments: An operation for initialising the path m, is transformed to an 
assignment to pointer q;: 
Y[rnj := ()I -1 q1 := pi. 
Let Is&de(t) 2 (Glu,L, R. t = node(a,L, R)). 2 (We use the convention throughout 
that boolean functions begin with an upper case letter.) An operation for performing a 
left extension of a path is transformed to an assignment that updates pointer qi: 
~PI[{Is-Node(tj/mi)}mi := nq(left)] 2 qi := qlA *left. 
Note the precondition on the path operation which ensures that the extended path is still 
a path of t;. This is required because m, (left) is always well defined on its own, even if 
t;/(mi (left)) is undefined, whereas qjA.left is only well defined in a state corresponding 
to Is-Node(tjJm;). 
The right extension operation is similarly transformed: 
~[{Isivode(tl/mi)}m~ := m;(right)] 2 qi := qr.right. 
Updating node items: Updating of the root of a tree is transformed to an assignment 
to the root component of the corresponding record: 
9’[ti := rL D El ^ p;.root := &[Ej. 
Similarly for updating the root of a subtree: 
LZ’[tl I= ti[mi D E]]I ^  qr .root := E[E]I. 
In both cases, E may depend on ti,mi, e.g., ti := ti D (root(t;) * 2). 
3.2. Local variables and procedure calling 
A block with local variables is transformed by replacing the tree and path variables 
with pointers, leaving other variables unchanged and transforming the body: 
Assume that a procedure call is of the form 
{ pre}Proc( VI,. . . , V,,tll,mJl,El,...,E,l,y), 
where VI,. . . , V, are tree and path arguments for val parameters, tll and mJl are tree 
and path arguments for ref parameters, El,. . . , E,, are arguments for val parameters 
of a type other than trees or paths and y represents arguments for ref parameters 
of a type other than trees or paths. To avoid aliasing, we assume that no actual variable 
’ At the moment, IsNode is the same as t # t. In Section 5, the definition of trees is extended so this 
definition of IsNode is required. 
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appears more than once in the lists t/l, mJ1 and y. We also assume that pre is a list 
of conjuncts each of the form Is_iVode(t,). These are required to ensure the validity 
of certain parameter expressions (see below). Such a procedure call is transformed as 
follows: 
1 PrOC(y'-[v,], . , ;v[v,l], PI’, qJ', 6[E, ], . . . , @?,,J 1, J’). 
The transformation 3’ on tree arguments is defined as follows: 
7 ‘[&j ^pl 
Y‘[left( t, )] 2 pi” .left 
Y ‘[Yight(t, )]A p,* .right. 
Furthermore, if t, is in the set of ref parameters t/f, then the procedure may have nz, 
as a val parameter and arguments for m, are transformed as follows: 
Y,‘COD ^P, 
Y ‘[(left)] 1~: .left provided IsNode E pre 
7 ‘[(right)] ^p,I .right provided Is_Node(t,) E pre 
Y ‘[m, (left)] -q,* left provided IsNode( t,/m, ) E pre 
Y’jm, (rig ht)]-q,^ .right provided LNode( t,/m, ) E pre. 
The set of transformable val expressions is reiterated in Fig. 6. 
Restrictions: As well as the above restriction on procedure calls that avoids alias- 
ing, we need to place some further restrictions on parameter passing when paths are 
involved. Consider, for example, the following procedure: 
procedure Empty(ref tl ) 2 tl := t 
fz 
left(k) 
right(&) 
0 
(left) 
(right) 
7IJ 1 
m,(left) 
m,(right) 
Fig. 6. Transformable val arguments. 
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If this procedure is called on a tree t2 which has a path m2 in scope, then the rela- 
tionship between t2 and rn? may be destroyed as a result. To prevent situations such 
as this, we impose the constraint that if t; has path mi in scope, then 
o rn; must be passed as a parameter whenever ti is and, furthermore, 
e 1, must be passed using call by reference. 
To see why the second restriction is necessary, consider a procedure declaration of 
the form procedure Proc(val tl , ml )%!T. Within this procedure, we expect that ml E 
paths(tl ), but this need not be the case if it is called, for example, as Proc(Zef(t2), 
m2), since m E p&~(t) does not imply that m E paths(leff(t)). 
To summarise, we allow calls to procedures of the following form: 
procedure Proc(. . . val t; . ) 
procedure PTOC(. . . ref t; . .) 
procedure Broc(. . . ref t;, val mi . . .) 
procedure Pvoc(. . . ref ti, ref m; . .). 
Ca!ls to the first two of these are only allowed when the tree used to substitute for t; 
does not have a path in scope. 
Note that these constraints were not arrived at in an ad-hoc manner but rather arose 
when considering the soundness of the transformations which is dealt with in Section 8. 
4. From applicative to imperative I 
This section describes some techniques for transforming tree operations specified in 
an applicative style into imperative-style operations involving paths. These imperative 
operations are then in a form suitable for transformation to pointer implementations 
using the pointer-introduction transformation described in Section 3. 
4.1. Recursion 
Consider the following applicative-style specification of the function that sums all 
the values in a tree of numbers: 
Slml( E) =o 
sum( node(n,l, R)) = n + sum(L) + sum(R). 
An imperative procedure that sums the elements of a tree is specified as: 
procedure Sum(val t, ref JJ) GG _y := sum(t). 
We would expect to be able to refine this with a recursive procedure that calls itself on 
the left and right subtrees. This can be achieved using the following inference rule for 
refining a recursive function on trees (REC) with a recursive procedure (S 5 T stands 
for S is refined by T): 
j Refinement of Recursive Application REC’: 
REC( i ) =E 
I REC‘(node(h,L,R)) = F(b, REC(L).REC!R)) 
~ ..-._____~~ 
pmcechre Proc(val 1. ref _t’ ) :q 
J’:= REC(r) 
r- 
procedure Pm-( ml t, ref J‘ )G 
if!=6 i J‘ := E 
n tfc-_i[var yi.~‘20 
Proc(kfi(t). j’! ): Pmc(,_iqht(t). J’7 ); 
~:--(root(t).?‘1,,~‘2)11 
The definition of swn is a special case of REC with 
E=O 
F‘(h.E,.E2)=h+E, +E2. 
According to the above ru!e, the SW procedure is refined by 
procedure Sum(val t, ref ~2); 
if t=t--y:=O 
0 t-f c - I[var J’I,~~o 
Sm(lqft(t). ‘1); Sum(right(t). 
y:=rvot(t) + J’; + >?]I 
fi. 
1’2 ); 
.4pplying the pointer-introduction transformation then results in 
procedure Szm(val p, ref ?)A 
if p = nil+y:=O 
1 ~1 i Pil - l[var ~‘~,y~o 
The recursive structure of this pointer implementation resembles the definition of the 
.SVW function and it was arrived at in a straightforward manner using the refinement 
rule just introduced and the pointer-introduction transformation. 
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4.2. Mapping 
The function REC represents a very general class of recursive definitions. A more 
specific function on trees is the map function (MAP) which has the following generic 
form: 
Generic Map (MAP): 
MAP (t) =E 
MAP (node(b,L,R)) = node(G(b), MAP(L), MAP(R)). 
The generic map has the following imperative implementation: 
Imperative version of Generic Map: 
t :=MAP(t) & Map(t, 0) 
where 
procedure Map(ref t, val m); 
if t/m = t + skip 
[I tlm#c+ 
t := t[m D G(root(t/m))]; 
{IsXode(t/m)} Map(t,m(lefl)); 
{IsJVode(t/m)} Map(t,m(right)) 
fi. 
The use of the assertion {ZsNode(t/m)} in the above procedure body is not intended 
to specify that the program must abort if IsNode(t/m) does not hold at that point in 
the computation. Rather it is a way of encoding an assumption that can be made use of 
in transforming the subsequent calls to Map (recall that the transformation rule for val 
parameters in procedure calls requires some preconditions). The assumption is valid at 
that point because of the guard t/m # 6. 
Applying the pointer-introduction transformation to the above procedure results in 
procedure Map(ref p, val q)^ 
if q = nil + skip 
0 q#nil+ 
q*.root := G(q^.root); 
Map(p, q^ .&St>; 
Map(p, q^ .right ) 
fi. 
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At the pointer level, the parameter p is redundant and may be removed. The use 
of a path in the abstract imperative procedure provides a close match with the 
pointer implementation. Instead of calling Map on I@(t) and k&t(t) and then recons- 
tructing the tree with the results, we simply pass around a path indicating which 
part of t is to be operated on in a recursive call; this path is implemented by a 
pointer. 
Note that the Sum and Mup procedures satisfy the constraints on parameters de- 
scribed in Section 3.2. 
4.3. Directed search 
Another specific function on trees is the directed search (SRCH) which has the 
following generic form: 
Generic Directed Search (SRCH): 
SRCH( 6) =El 
SRCH(node(b.L,R)) = if CT(node(b,L,R)) 4 E2(node(b,L,R)) 
i] CL(node(b,L,R)) + SRCH(L) 
0 CR(node(h,L,R)) - SRCH(R) 
fi. 
Where for any t s.t. IsNode( CT(t), CL(t) and CR(t) are mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive. 
The search is directed by the guards CL and CR and ends when an empty subtree 
is reached or when CT holds. The (curried) member function (see Fig. 1) is a special 
case of SRCH, with 
El = f&e 
CT(t) = a = root(t) 
E2(t) = true 
CL(t) = a<root(t) 
CR(t) z a>root(t). 
A recursive implementation of x:=SRCH(t) can easily be derived using the recursion- 
refinement rule of Section 4.1. Because of the guarding in the second clause of SRCH, 
there is only ever one recursive call. This means that x:=SRCH(t) can also be 
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implemented by a loop. In this case, the refinement template is as follows: 
Imperative version of Generic Directed Search: 
x:=SRCH(t) 
5 
i[var in 0 m:=(); 
do t/m # E A XT(tlm) -+ 
if CL(t/m) -+ {Zs-Node(t/m)} m:=m(left) 
0 CR(t/m) --) {Zs-Node(t/m)} m:=m(right) fi 
0a; 
if t/m = E -+ x:=El 
0 t/m # E + x:=E2(t/m) 
fi II. 
The use of paths again simplifies the treatment by avoiding aliasing. We could have 
implemented x:=SRCH(t) by something like 
I[var t20 
t2:=t; 
a0 t2 # t A XT(t2) --+ 
if CL(t2) -+ tz:=Zef(tz). . . 
However, the initial assignment tz:=t would either have to be implemented by copying t 
(an unsatisfactory solution) or we would have t and t2 aliased to the same structure. 
Aliasing complicates the proof system so we avoid it. This issue is discussed further 
in Section 5. 
Using the above rule, x:=member(a)(t) is refined by: 
[[var m 0 m:=(); 
a0 tfm # 6 A a # root(t/m) + 
if a <root(t/m) + {Zs-Node(t/m)} m:=m(lef?) 
0 a>root(t/m) + {Zs-iVode(t/m)} m:=m(right) fi 
0a; 
if t/m = E ---f x:=faIse 
II tlm # 6 --) x:=true 
fi Il. 
The resulting pointer implementation is shown in Fig. 3 (where the final if-statement 
has been simplified to a single assignment). 
Another instance of the generic search scheme is the lookup function that returns 
the data associated with a particular key, where items are ordered by keys, Assume 
Item- record key : Key,data : Data end, 
and that lookup(k) returns values from the disjoint union type ok(Datu)lo-r-or. 
Now lookup(k) is a special case of SRCti with 
E 1 = Euro/. 
U(t) = k = I-oot(t).keJ 
EZ(t) = ok(root(t).data) 
CL(t) = k <root(t).ke_v 
CR(t) = k >root(t).key. 
4.4. Correctness 
The correctness of the refinement rules for REC and MAP is easily verified using 
the following refinement rule for recursion introduction: 
{L.= L:()} Is & T[ {1;<U”} s ] 
procedure Proc 3’ 5 procedure Pvoc -T[Proc] 
Here, T[Proc] is a statement with one or more occurrences of a recursive call to Proc 
and T[S] is that statement with all occurrences of the recursive call replaced by S (see 
Section 8.2 for a description of how parameters are dealt with). Also, 1: is a variant 
expression which must be decreased in each recursive call. For REC, the size of the 
tree acts as a variant since size(ltlft(t)) <size(t), etc. For MAP the variant is size(t;nz). 
The correctness of the refinement rule for SRCH is easily verified using the standard 
loop-verification rule which requires an invariant and a variant. The invariant in this 
case is 
m E paths(t) II SRCH(t) = SRCH(tim). 
while the variant is size(t/m) 
5. The arbitrary tree 
In this section, we introduce ‘cut’ and ‘paste’ operations on abstract trees that cor- 
respond to commonly-used manipulations of pointer structures. 
We regard t,:=tj[m,\ti] as a form of paste operation. One way to implement this 
would be to make a copy of tj and update the parent node of y, (ql is the pointer to 
t(jm,) so that it points to this new copy of ti. We want to avoid having to make a copy 
of ti and, instead, have an abstract representation of the pointer operation that makes 
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the parent node of q1 point directly to the representation of [i. However, allowing 
tj to be an alias for a substructure of ti would have the consequence that any later 
assignment to tj would have the side effect of changing the concrete representation 
of tj also. Allowing such aliasing would complicate the proof system so, to avoid it, 
we introduce a special tree, the *-tree or arbitrary tree, that is distinct from E and 
node(a,L,R): 
Tree G tl*lnode(Ztem x Tree x Tree). 
The intention is that the *-tree may be represented by any pointer structure, so 
that a representation of the *-tree may be changed in any way without violating the 
abstraction relation. This may be seen more clearly in the definition of Mutch(t, p, a) 
which is true if and only if the pointer structure in store g starting at pointer p is a 
valid representation of tree t (recall our assumption that nil $ dam(a)): 
Mutch( 6, p,o )Ap= nil 
Mutch( *, p, d ) 2 true 
Mutch( node(b,L,R), p, o ) ” p E dome 
a(p).root = b A 
A4utch(L, a(p).left, a) A 
Mutch(R, a(p). right, 0). 
The difference between E and * can be clearly seen: * will match with any structure, 
while E will only match with nil. Note that we do not require that all pointers be well 
defined in 6, e.g., * will match with p even if p # nil A p +! dam(o). Such situations 
may arise when the dispose command is used resulting in so-called “dangling” pointers. 
In the next section, we present a transformation for introducing dispose in a way that 
never results in harmful dangling pointers. 
Now, the paste operation that makes the parent node of qi point directly to the 
representation of t/ is represented abstractly as 
t,, tj:=ti[mi\tj], *. 
This can be thought of as simultaneously ‘cutting’ the entire contents of ti and ‘pasting’ 
it at the position of ti pointed to by mi. 
We also introduce the cut operator which replaces a sub-tree of t with the *-tree: 
t r m g t[m\*]. 
An operation which cuts a subtree of ti and places it in tj may be defined as follows: 
ti, tj:=ti rrn;, ti/mi. 
This operation is implemented at the pointer level simply as 
This is a valid implementation because, although pj now points to a sub-structure of 
pi, we no longer care about this subtree of ti at the abstract level since it has become 
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the *-tree. Any later assignments to the representation of t, will not have any side 
effect on the representation of t,. This is formalised in Section 8. 
Note that our definitions of t/m and ti[m;\ti] remain valid with our extended definition 
of trees. We do need to extend the definition of paths(t). Since */() and *[()\t] are 
valid expressions, we have 
paths(*) ^ { () }. 
We also note the following equalities: 
mi E puths(t,) 3 
(h[mi\tjl)lm, = t, 
t, [m, \(tilm >I = ti 
(t,[m,\tjl)[mi\tkl = Qmi\tkl 
(6 t 4>[m,\tjl = ti[mi\til. 
6. Pointer-introduction transformation II 
As already mentioned in the previous section, in order to implement an operation of 
the form f,, ti:=t,[m,\tj], *, we need to update the parent node of q1 so that it points 
to the representation of tj. For this, an extra pointer r,, modelling the parent of q, 
is introduced. We make a distinction between paths that are used in paste operations 
t,[mi\t,], which we refer to as pasting paths, and those that are only used to access 
subtrees t,lm,. Making this distinction avoids the introduction of too many redundant 
pointers as non-pasting paths need only be replaced by one pointer rather than two. 
We write C& to indicate that a transformation only applies to a pasting path. 
All of the transformations of Section 3 apply to specifications involving pasting paths 
except for the following important differences: 
1. Each abstract pasting path Z, in a module declaration, in a local variable declaration 
or in a call-by-reference (ref) parameter list is transformed to two pointers. q1 
and r,. 
2. A pasting path cannot be used as a call-by-value (val) parameter. The reason for 
this restriction will be made clear later. 
3. The operations for making a left or a right move of a pasting path are transformed 
as follows: 
,‘P[{lS_NOde(t,/E2;)} m,:=m,(left)n ^ qi, r;:=q~.kft, q1 
Y[{Is_No&(~~/z~)} m,:=m,(right)] ^ qr, r,:=qr.right. q,. 
Furthermore, all of the applicative-to-imperative transformation schemes presented in 
Section 4 also remain valid provided the tree variables in the abstract specifications 
do not contain any occurrences of the *-tree. This is formalised by preceding each 
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root(tl/front(?Fil,)) 
root(feft(t,/front(m,))) 
root(~ight(t,/fronl(?ii*))) 
Fig. 7. More transformable tree expressions. 
abstract specification with the assertion {kWhole(t)}, where 
Zs_Whofe(t) L Vm E path(t) t/n2 # *. 
For example, the consequent of the rule for refinement of recursive application 
(Section 4.1) becomes 
procedure Proc(val t,refy) 2 
{Is_Whole(t)} y :=REC(t) 
c 
procedure Proc(va1 t, ref y ) G 
if t=E -+y:=E 
II t # 6 + I[varyl,y2@ 
prOc(w(t), YI ); Proc(riylzl(t), y2); 
Y:=woot(t),Yl,Y2) II 
fi. 
There are also some additional transformations 
paths : 
~~root(t;/front(~j))~ L rjA _ root 
~~root(fejI(tj/front(?Fij)))jj 2 (r~.feJir.root 
for expressions involving pasting 
Here, front(m) is all of path m except its last element. These additional transformable 
tree expressions are reiterated in Fig. 7. 
6.1. Cutting 
The operation that cuts a tree in two using a path is transformed to a simple pointer 
assignment as follows: provided ti has no associated path, then 
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Operations for cutting away the left and right subtrees are also transformable: 
Y/t,, tj:=t; /left, tj/left]l A p, : = p,* left 
Y([t,, ti:=t, 1 right, t;/right] A p,:=p,*.right 
Y[t,, tj:‘t, t(m,(kft)), hl(mi(kWg 1 pj:“q,“. l~fi 
Y[ti, t;:=t, r(m;(right)), ti/(mi(right} )] P pi:=q,*.r?@t. 
Here, t; 1 lef-t is short for ti 1 (l&t), etc. 
6.2. Pasting 
An implementation of a paste operation of the form 
t,l {j:=ti[Ei\L!j], * 
needs to update the node pointed to by rir i.e., the parent node of qi. Whether it is the 
right or left field of this node that needs to be updated will depend on the last value in 
the path FEi (l&iEi)). However, since Zi; is removed in the transformation, we need 
to supply two predicates L and R such that 
L =+ laSt(Bii) = left 
R =j last(Ei) = right 
and L and R are transformable by 9. In Section 7, we will see how L and R may be 
derived using a refinement template. 
Transformation of the paste operation is defined as follows: provided t, has no 
associated path, then 
,_Yi[{ P } ti, tj:=Q[Eii\tj], *I 2 
if fT[L] ---f r?. left, qi:‘Pj, ?j 
0 &[R] + ri^.right,qi:=pj, pi 
fi, 
where, for some L and R, P has the form: 
PSZi # ()A(LvR)A 
L * laSt(Ei) = left A 
R + last(iiii) = right. 
Note that, although the abstract paste operation does not change the path w, its con- 
crete implementation does make an assignment to the pointer qi. Since val parameters 
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cannot be assigned to, this is the reason for our restriction that a pasting path cannot 
be used as a val parameter in a procedure. 
We also have the following transformations: 
Yi[ti,tj:=tj, *]i 1 pi:=pj 
Y[ti,t,:=t;[kft\tj], *I G pi”.leftt:=pi 
Y”i[ti, t,:=t;[right\t,], *]I g pi” .right:= fi 
Y[t;, t,:=ti[Mi(left)\tj],*1 r qi^.left:=pj 
Y"[t,, tj:=t;[m;(right)\t,], *]I g qT.right:=pi. 
6.3. Constructors and destructors 
Construction of a new node with subtrees tj and tk is transformed as follows: pro- 
vided <i and tk have no associated paths and E is independent of tl, then 
Ypj[t;, <i, tk:=nOde(E, tj, tk), *, *] g 
new(p;); p;.root, p,^.kft, pr.right:=&[E], J$, pk. 
So far we have not provided a transformation that destructs a node using the dispose 
statement. It is only safe to deallocate a record pointed to by pi if we know that record 
is no longer required. At the abstract level, no longer requiring the root node of a tree 
is modelled by the statement: 
{IsiVode(t,)} t;:= * . 
The assertion says that we know ti is a node, so the root node will be represented at 
the pointer level by a valid record, and the assignment says that we no longer care 
about the value of t,. Since sharing of nodes by trees cannot occur (modulo *), ti is 
the only tree whose root node is represented by the record pointed to by pi so that 
record may be safely removed. Thus we have 
9’[{ZsNode(tl)} ti:= * ] A dispose(p;). 
Of course, this will only deallocate the record representing the root of the tree, not its 
descendants, so it would only be appropriate to apply it when left(tl) = E V kft(ti) = *, 
and similarly for right(t,). 
The additional transformable tree assignments introduced in this section are reiterated 
in Fig. 8. It is best that a *-tree only be assigned to a tree variable when that tree 
will later be pasted to or when that tree is a local variable about to go out of scope. 
Similarly, it is best that a x-tree only be assigned to part of a tree when that part 
will later be pasted to or when that part is a node that may be disposed of. These 
guidelines help ensure that a tree that starts off being whole does not unintentionally 
end up containing the *-tree. 
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ti, t3 := 4 tm,, h/m, 
t,, tJ, tk := node(b, tJ> tk), *, * 
t,, t3 := t3, * 
{IS-NOde(ti)} t, := * 
{ P } t*, tj I= ti[?fii\tj], * 
t,, tj := t, rleft, &/left 
t,, tj := t, /right, &/right 
t,, tJ := t, [m,(left). t,/m,(left) 
t,, tJ := t, rm,(right), t,/rrr,(right) 
t,, tJ := tl[left\t,], * 
where t,, tJ := &[right\t,], * 
P z ~,#()A (LvR)A 
L 3 last(Ffi) = left A 
t,, tJ := tz[m,(left)\t,]. * 
R + last(?‘f&) = right t,, tJ := t,[m,(right)\t,]. t 
Fig. 8. More transformable tree assignments. 
7. From applicative to imperative II 
A variation on the directed search presented in Section 4 is the directed updute 
which replaces a subtree reached through a directed search, leaving the rest of the tree 
intact: 
Generic Directed Update (UPD): 
UPD( 6 ) =El 
UPD(node(b,L,R)) = if CT(node(b,L,R)) 4 E2(node(b,L,R)) 
0 CL(node(b, L, R)) + node(b, UPD(L), R) 
0 CR(node(b,L,R)) -+ node(b,L, UPD(R)) 
fi. 
Where for any t s.t. IsNode( CT(t), CL(t) and CR(t) are mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive. 
The insert function, which inserts an item in the appropriate place in an ordered 
tree. is an instance of UPD: 
insert(a)(E) = node(a, t, E) 
insert(a)(node(b,L,R)) =if a = b + node(b,L,R) 
[I a < b + node(b, insert(a)(L), R) 
[ a > b -+ node(b,L, insert(u)(R)) 
fi. 
In this case, we have 
El = node(a, E, 6) 
CT(t) = a = root(t) 
E2(t) = t 
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CL(t)=a<uoot(t) 
CR(t) = a>root(t). 
The directed update has the following imperative implementation: 
Imperative version of Generic Directed Update: 
{Is_Whole(t)} t:=UPD(t) 
c 
if t = 6 i t:=El 
0 t # E ACT(t) -+ t:=E2(t) 
0 t # E /YXT(t) -+ 
I[var m 0 m:=(); 
do t/m # E A XT(t/m) -+ 
if CL(t/m) -+ {ZsNode(t/m)} m:=m(left) 
0 CR(t/m) -+ {Zs_Node(t/m)} m:=m(right) fi 
od; 
{m E paths(t # () A 
(CL( t/,front( m )) V CR( t/fro&( m )) A 
(CL(t/fnmt(m)) =+ last(m) = left)r\ 
(CR(t/front(m)) + last(m) = right) }; 
if t/m = E -+ t:=t[m\El] 
I] t/m # E + t:=t[m\E2(t/m)] 
fi II 
fi. 
Notice the assertion that holds immediately after the loop. This assertion encodes 
an important assumption about CL and CR that allows them to be used as guards 
for the refinement of the later paste operations. If we disregard this assertion, then 
the body of the third branch of the outermost if-statement is equivalent to the full 
outermost if-statement. This is because the loop body would never be executed when 
the first two guards held. However, the assertion after the loop (necessarily) con- 
tains the clause m # () which will only hold if the loop body is executed at least 
once. The outermost if-statement ensures that the loop body is executed at least 
once. 
We get the following refinement of {Is_Whole(tl )} tl :=insert(a)(tl ) using the above 
rule: 
if tl = E + tl:=node(a,c,c) 
I] tl # E Aa = root(t,) + tl:=tl 
0 tl # c Aa # root(t,) + 
I[var ml l ml:=(); 
(1) 
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do tl/rnl # 6 Aa # root(tl/ml) + 
if a<root(tl/mI) ---f {IsiVode(ti/mk)} mi:=ml(Mt) 
0 a>voot(t,/mI) -+ {IsNode(tJm~)} ml:=ml(right) fi 
od; 
{ml E paWtr)Amr # 0 A 
(~<root(t~/front(m~)> V a>root(t~lf~~~t(mi )) A 
(a <root(tl/front(mI )) * last(m1) = left) A 
(~>root(t~/front(mi)) =+ Zast(ml) = right) }; 
if tl/ml = E 4 tl:=tl[mj\node(a, 6, C)] 
0 tilmi # 6 -+ tl:=tl[ml\(tdmi>l 
fi II 
fi. 
(2) 
(3) 
The assignments of lines (l)-(3) need to be further refined before the pointer- 
introduction transformation can be applied. From line (I), tl:=tl 5 skip. 
Let 12 be the assertion that follows the loop above. Using rules for propagating 
assertions3 [2, 141, the assignment in line (2) can be expanded to 
(12) tl :=tl [mt\node(a, 6, E)]. 
This is then refined by4 
I[ var t2 l tl:=node(a,E, 6); (12) tl, t2:=tl[ml\tz], * ]I. 
which is in a form that is transformable by 9. 
The assignment in line (3) can be expanded and refined as follows: 
{ml E puths(tl)} ti:=tl[ml\(tllml)l 
C “ m E paths(t) * t[m\(t/m)] = t ” 
tl :=t1 
5 skip. 
{p} ifCl -,Ss,n “. 0 C,, -+S, fi E ifCl + {pAct}.S~ 0 ..’ [I GE -+ {P~Cft&% fi. 
4 {p} x:=E(e) C \[var y*y:=e; {p} x,y:=E(y),e’]l, for any e’. 
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The pointer-introduction transformation may now be applied, resulting in 
if p1 = nil -+ new(pl); pl”.root, p,^.left, pl^.right:=a, nil, nil 
0 PI # nil A a = pl”.root + skip 
0 p1 # nil A a # pl^.root --f 
I[var 41,rl .q~:=m; 
do q1 # nil A a # ql*.root + 
if a<ql”.root --+ q1,rl:=q,^.left,ql 
0 a>ql”.root + q],rl:=ql^.right,ql 
od; 
if ql = nil ----f 
I[ varp2. 
new(p2); p2A.root, pIA.left, pz^.right:=a, nil, nil; 
if a<rl”.root -9 rl^.left,ql:=p2,p2 
0 a>rl^.root -+ rl^.right,ql:=p2,~2 
fi II 
[I ql # nil + skip 
fi II 
fi. 
7.1. Tree deletion 
An operation to remove an element from an ordered tree is defined as follows: 
remove(a)(E) E 
remove(a)( node(b, L, R)) 1 if a = b --f join(L)(R) 
[I a < b -+ node(b, remove(u)(L), R) 
I] a>b ---f node(b, L, remove(a)(R)) fi 
join(t)(E) z t 
join(t)(node(a,L,R)) =if L = E --+ node(a, t, R) 
0 L # E -+ node(a, join(t)(L), R) fi. 
Since all elements of L are less than all elements of R, join(L)(R) will be ordered. 
Like the insert(a) function, the remove(a) function is a special case of UPD, with 
CT(t) = a = root(t) 
E2(t) =join(left(t))(right(t)) 
CL(t) = a<root(t) 
CR(t) = a > root(t). 
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Using the rule for refining UPD, we get a refinement of the statement {Is_Whole(t~ )} 
tl :=remove(a)(tl ) with the following outline form: 
if 
0 t1 # t A a # root( t, ) 4 
I[var ml l . . . 
do. od; 
{...I; 
if 
0 tl/rnl # E + t~:=t~[m~~oin(left(t~/m~))(right(t~,Im~))] (4) 
fi II 
fi. 
Continuing with the assignment statement (4), it is easy to show, using standard 
refinement rules, that 
{ Is_FVhole(t~/m~)At~/m~ # t } ti:=t~[m~\join(lqft(t~/m~))(right(t~,Im~))] 
L 
I [var 
II. 
t2, t3, t4* 
h,t2:=6 /ml, hlml; 
t2, t3:=t2 r left, tl/left; 
t2, t4:=t2 /right, t2/right; 
(ZsiVode(t2)) t2:=*; 
{Is_Whole(t4)} t4, t3:=join(t3)(t4), *; 
tl,t4:=tl[ml\t41, * 
(5) 
In the refined block, t2 becomes tl/rnl then t; becomes t2/left and t4 becomes t?/right. 
Next t3 is joined to t4 and the result is pasted to tl. 
Each of the statements in the refinement, except (5 ), is directly transformable by 
,Y’. For example, the statement {ZsiVode(h)} t2:=* is transformed to dispose( p_). 
Furthermore, join(t3)(t4) is itself a special case of UPD(&), with 
El=t3 
CT(t4) = kft(tL$) = E 
EZ(t4) = node(root(t4), t3,right(t4)) 
CL(t4) = lcft(t4) # t 
CR(t4) =false, 
so that (5) can itself be refined using the rule for refining UPD and then further refined 
to a form that is transformable by Y using standard refinement rules. Further details 
are omitted. 
Although the above deletion algorithm does result in an ordered tree, it may result 
in a tree that is very unbalanced. A better solution uses the following definition of 
248 
join: 
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join(L)(R)=if L=E--+R 
0 L#EAR=~+L 
0 L#EAR#~+ 
node( least(R), L, remove-least(R)) fi
Zeast(node(a,L, R)) = if L = E -+ a 
0 L # 6 --+ least(L) fi 
remove_least( node(a, L, R)) = if L = E -+ R 
0 L # E -+ node(a, remove_least(L), R) fi. 
Here the auxiliary function least is a special case of SRCH (see Section 4.3) while the 
function remove-least is a special case of UPD. In both cases, the guards are identical 
so that applying the SRCH refinement template to least and the UPD refinement tem- 
plate to remove-least would result in identical copies of the same search loop. Using 
standard refinement rules, these may be merged into a single loop thereby avoiding 
the same search being performed twice. Alternatively, we could invent a new refine- 
ment template for a function that is a merge of SRCH and UPD returning a value-tree 
pair: 
UPD2( E) = (El,Fl) 
UPD2( node(b, L, R)) = if CT( node(b, L, R)) -+ 
(E2(node(b, L, R)),F2(node(b, L, R))) 
0 CL( node(b, L, R)) -+ 
(e, node(b,L’, R)) where (e, L’) = UPD2(L) 
0 CR(node(b, L, R)) -+ 
(e, node(b,L, R’)) where (e, R’) = UPD2(R) 
fi. 
The statement {Is_WhoZe(t)} x,t := UPD2(t) has an iterative refinement similar to the 
refinement of {Is-Whole(t)} t := UPD(t). 
7.2. Correctness 
The correctness of the refinement rule for UPD is checked using the standard loop- 
verification rule. To define an invariant, the following auxiliary function is introduced 
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(El, E2, CT, CL, and CR are the same as in the definition of UPD): 
UPD’(t,m)=if t/m=6-+t[m\El] 
0 t!m # 6 A CT(t/m) -+ t[m\E2(t/m)] 
0 t/m # E A CL(t/m) - UPD’(t,m{left)) 
0 t/m#E A CR(t/m)-+ CIPD’(t.m(rightj) 
fi. 
Now we have the following lemma: 
UPD’(t, ()) = UPD(t). 
The proof of this is outlined in Appendix A. As a loop invariant for verifying the loop, 
we use 
m E paths(t) A UPD’(t,m)= UPD(t), 
while size(t/m) is used as a variant. 
8. Soundness 
In this section, we outline how the transformations presented in Sections 3 and 6 
are shown to be sound, that is, any specification resulting from a transformation is a 
correct data refinement of the source specification. 
We look at data refinement in general, then develop the abstraction relation required 
for the data refinement and apply it to the pointer-introduction transformation. 
8. I. Data rqjinement oceruiew 
Data refinement involves replacing abstract program variables with concrete program 
variables preserving an abstraction relation between them. Let S be a statement with 
program variables u,a, and let T be a statement with variables U,C (a represents the 
abstract variables that are replaced by the concrete variables c while u represents 
variables that are common to both the abstract and concrete statements). S is data- 
refined by T under abstraction relation R, written S CR T, if the following holds, for 
all postconditions q where c nfi q [ 1,2, 15, 171 (X nfi P means that x is not free in P ): 
R/!wp(S,q) =+ wp(T,&z.RAq). 
We also make use of the least data-wfinement of a statement. Again, let S be a 
statement with program variables ~,a, and let R be an abstraction relation relating u 
and c, then the least-refined statement on program variables U.C which is also a data 
refinement of S under R is denoted 9t’[Sg, that is, 
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D;“[ s1; s, ] c z>yI[ s1 ]I; zQ”[ s, ]I 
D;“[{p}doG-+Sod]I c doH+D;CISjod 
PAR ti G,=Hi,eachi 
D;“[ {p} if Gi + Si 0 . . 0 G, -+ S,, fi 1 
& if HI + D;“[ 4 1 0 ‘. . 0 H,, --+ D;“[ S,, 1 fi 
p A R A Q + (3’ R[a, c, ~\a’, c’, u’] A P) 
D;“[ {p} a, u := a’, U’ ( P 1 c c, ?_I := c’, ff’ 1 Q 
pAR 3 E=F 
D;“[ {p} u := E 1 E u := F 
Fig. 9. Data refinement laws. 
We calculate a data refinement of a statement S under R by calculating a refinement of 
%$‘[S]i. Rules that support such calculation by distributing 92” through the structure of 
S may be found in [9, 15, 17, 181. Some of these rules are repeated in Fig. 9. The first 
rule shows that 92” distributes through sequential composition. The second and third 
rules show that ~3:’ distributes through if-statements and loops provided the guards are 
equivalent under the abstraction relation. The fourth and fifth rules show the conditions 
under which generalised assignments and basic assignments may be data refined. 
8.2. Basic statement notation 
To show that the transformation function Y is sound, we need to show that for 
any transformable statement S, Y[S] is a data refinement of S under some abstraction 
relation. We will show this for a more basic statement language for which statements 
used up to now are syntactic sugar. This more basic language differs only in the way 
it treats procedures. 
We declare a (parameterless) procedure Proc, by declaring procedure Proc AS, 
where S is some statement. The effect of a call to Proc is the same as substituting pro- 
gram statement S for Proc. The following substitutions are used as parameter-passing 
mechanisms: 
Substitution by value: In the statement S[val x\E], x is assumed to be some constant 
in S (and hence cannot be assigned to) and S[val x\E] simply substitutes E for x, 
e.g., (x :=x + y)[val y\7] =x :=x + 7. 
Substitution by reference: In the statement S[ref x\y], all occurrences of program 
variable x are replaced by y, e.g., (x:=x + z)[ref x\y] = y := y + z. Recall from 
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Stmt ::= x1,. . .,x,, := El,. . .,E, 
1 Stmt; Stmt 
I {f++l 
1 do Pred -_) Stmt od 
1 if Pred --+ Stmt 0 ‘. 0 Pred -+ Stmt fi 
) (pX (Stmt, . , Stmt)), 
1 Stmt[val x\E] 
1 Stmt[ref z\y] 
1 I[var 2 0 Stmt]l. 
Fig. 10. Syntax for basic statements. 
Section 3.2 that, for simplicity, parameter aliasing (i.e., replacing more than one 
reference variable with the same actual variable) is not allowed. 
Parameters are added to a procedure by declaring, for example, 
procedure Proc(va1 x) A S, 
and the call Proc(E) is then short for S[val x\E]. 
A recursive statement is defined as a least fixed point (least with respect to the 
refinement order), written @L.&Y]. The declaration procedure Proc 2 S[Proc] is short 
for procedure Proc ^ ,uX.S[X], and, for example, procedure Proc(va1 x) 4 S[Proc(E)] 
is short for procedure Proc ^ pX.S[X[val x\E]]. A set of mutually recursive procedure 
definitions is of the form 
procedure PI 4 S, procedure P,~ ^  S,, 
where each S, may contain recursive calls to any of pl . p,,. These define a single 
n-tuple of statements 
where ,S: is S, with calls to any pi replaced by a call to X,, the jth component of X. 
Procedure pi is then the j-th component of this tuple, written (QL (S{, . . ,S,:))i. 
The syntax of the basic statement language is given in Fig. 10. Data refinement laws 
for local variables and procedure calling are given in Appendix B. 
To deal with potentially undefined values, e.g., root(t) when t = E or t = *, we 
assume that assignments x := E are short for 
{&f(E)}.r := E. 
Here, &f(E) is a predicate describing when an expression E is well defined, e.g.. 
def(root(t)) = IsNode 
&j”(t#EAroot(t)=a) = t# *. 
The predicate &f(E) may be defined over the structure of E. A refinement of {def(E)} 
x := E may do anything (including abort) in states where L&$(E) does not hold. We 
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assume that procedure calls are preceded by assertions stating that val parameters are 
well defined and that if-statements and loops are preceded by assertions stating that 
their guards are well defined. We also assume that loop bodies end with a similar 
assertion. 
8.3. Data rclfinement of pointer structures 
Rather than requiring that different abstract trees be represented by disjoint graphs 
in the store to avoid side effects, we only require that they be disjoint modulo *. The 
set of significant pointers in the representation of tree t starting at pointer p in store 
CT is given by point.s(t, p. 6) which is defined as follows: 
Points( E, P-0) 1 0 
points(*, P%O) 4 (1 
points( node(b, L,R), p, o) A {p} u point@, a( p).left, a) 
U points(R, c$ p).right, a). 
Here any pointers representing * are ignored. Note that point.s(t, p, CT) is well defined 
when Match(t, p, o) holds. Now the representations of trees t;, ti starting at pi, p,i re- 
spectively are disjoint modulo * iff Disjoint(ti, p;, ti, p,, a): 
Disjoint(t;, p;, ti, pj, O) 2 points(t;, pi, O) n points(tj, p,, G) = {}. 
The graph of the interconnections between significant nodes representing tree t start- 
ing at p in D is given by graph(t, p, o) which is defined as follows: 
grup46 P>C) ^  0 
gYaph(*, PVO) 2 0 
graph(node(b,l,R), p, a) G {(p,q)/q = o(p).left r\kNode(L)}U 
{(p,q)]q = a(p).right A Is_Node(R)}U 
gwW, 4p).kA o)U 
graph(R, a( p).right, a). 
Again graph(t, p, a) is well defined when Match(t, p, 6) holds. This definition excludes 
arcs whose target represents an empty tree or a *-tree. 
We shall require that such graphs be acyclic. If t does not contain *, and Match(t, p, 
a) holds, then graph(t, p, a) is guaranteed to be acyclic since it is the exact image of a 
tree. However, it is possible for a tree containing * to match a cyclic graph, e.g., con- 
sider tl = node(b, node(b, *, E), t) and o = {(p,, mknode(b, pI, nil))}. We will need 
to state explicitly that graph(t, p, CT) be acyclic: 
AcycZic(t, p, CT) A graph(t, p, CT)+ ~IID,~,,,,,. = {}. 
That is, the transitive closure of the graph should not contain any identity mappings. 
We are not excluding the possibility of having cyclic structures at the pointer level. 
To see why this is, consider the following two assignments: 
t2, t1 := tj, *; t2, tl :3 t2[left\tl], *. 
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These are transformed by Y to 
p2 := p1: p2^.left := PI, 
which is equivalent to 
p: := 171; p2^ .I$ : = y2. 
This clearly results in a cyclic pointer structure. However, in the resulting 6, graph(t2. 
pl. 0) is not cyclic. For example, if ti = node(a, 6,~) initially, then executing the above 
assignments will result in tz = node(a. *, E) and, according to the above definition, 
gYaph(t7,p?,TT)= {}. 
It may appear that cycles, such as arise in the above example, are dangerous in that 
they could introduce non-termination. Fortunately this is not the case. This is because 
cycles such as these can only arise from trees containing * and, since we do not (indeed 
cannot) provide a transformation for the test t = *, an algorithm that relies on the test 
t = * is not transformable by 9’. 
We can now state the abstraction relation that is required to hold between tree t. 
pointer p, and store (T: 
AhsTree(t. p, ci) G Match(t, p, a) A Ac.dic(t, p. g). 
Note that Is_IVk~le(t) A Match(t, p, o) =+ get..tree(p. G) = t. 
As stated earlier, rather than representing a path m, directly, we represent the subtree 
t,,lm, with a pointer q,. As part of the abstraction relation. we require the function 
,f’ollow, which returns the pointer reached by following path mj starting at pointer pi: 
.fbllow( p, 0, 0) A p 
,fblloti(p, (left)m, a) 4 follow(a(p).l~ff, m, a) 
,filknv( p. (right)m, 6) G follow(a( p).righr, m, a). 
Note that ,fullor~( p, m, G) is well defined when m E paths(t) A Match(t, p, CT) holds. 
The abstraction relation associated with the representation of tree t and path m is 
then defined as follows: for t : Tree, m : Path, p,q : TreePtr, c : TreeStore, 
AhsTreePath(t, m. p,q, a) 
‘- AbsTree(t, p, a) 
Am E paths(t) 
Ay =,fdfow( p, m, a). 
The abstraction relation associated with the representation of tree t and a pasting 
path TTi is defined as follows: for t : Tree, E : Path, p, q, r : TreePtr, a : TreeStore, 
AbsTreePastePath(t. 2, p, q, Y, a) 
G AbsTreePath( t, i?i, p, q, a) 
A (Tii # () * Y =,folloM, (p, front(E), a) ). 
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In general, the pointer-introduction transformation involves replacing t1, mJ, EK, 
where JZI, KC1 and JnK={}, with pointers PI, qJ, qK, rK and store 0. The 
abstraction relation used for this replacement is INV[I, J,K], where 
1NV[1, J,K] G (‘v’i E I AbsTree(t;, p,, a)) 
A(b’i E J AbsTreePath(ti, m,, pi, qi, 0)) 
A(‘di E K AbsTreePastePath(t;, FE;, p,, q;, ri, 0)) 
/\(Vi, j E Iii # j . Disjoint(ti, pi, t/y p,, a)). 
We add more precision to the definition of Y’[S] by making explicit those tree and 
path variables that are in scope in S: if S operates on tl, mJ, ZK, then the transformed 
statement is calculated with 91, J,KI[S]I. For the most part, Yl, J.KI[S] is the same as defined 
in Sections 3 and 6 with Z, J, K simply being carried around, e.g., 
This subscripting is also applied to &[Ej and c?[P]. Now, any transformation rule that 
mentions a tree t, is only applicable if i E 1 (similarly for paths mj, ??ik). 
The only significant additions to Y~,J,KI[S] are to do with local variables and param- 
eters: 
fi,,&ar ti l SItI g Ibr pi l 91 U ri}LKml 
fi,J,Ki[Ibr mi l Si/] A kvar qi l fl,J U {i},&qil 
&,J,K[b-r % l Sll] 3 Ibar qhri l 9f.J.K U {i}l[s]lli. 
In each of the following, let I’ = (r\G}) U {i}, J’ = (J\(j)) U {i}, K’ = (K\(j)) U {i}. 
%,J,K[jS[ref ti\tjl] G yf’,J,K[S]j[ref f%\p,l 
%,J,K[Sbf ti\tjl[val mi\E[tjll] A 
%.J,K[Sbef ti\t,lbf mi\m,l] G 
%,.P,K[S][ref pi\pjl[ref 9i\qjl 
Yl,,$S[ref ti\ti][ref E;\Ej]]l ^ 
?V,J,K@][‘ef pi\pjl[‘ef qi\qjl[ref ri\cjl. 
The first two rules above are applicable when tj has no path variables in scope. Each 
of the parameter cases permitted by the restrictions of Sections 3 and 6 are covered 
by the above definitions. 
Soundness of the pointer-introduction rules is given by the following theorem which 
states that statement S is data-refined by its transformation Y~,J,KI[S], where I, J and 
K include the indices of tree and path variables that are global in statement S as well 
as other tree and path variables that are not global. It is important to include these 
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extra variables to allow S to be used in a larger context which includes other tree and 
path variables (for example, in procedure calling). Although the .extra variables are 
independent at the abstract level, the concrete implementations share the store with the 
context. 
Theorem 1. Let S be a statement that is transformable by the rules of Sections 
3 and 6 and has been converted to basic form. Let I,. JI, KI respectively be the 
set of indices of tree variables, path variables and pasting path variables that are 
global in S (with J1, Ki C: II and JI n Kl = { }). Let 12, J?, Kz be any sets of indices 
of tree, path and pasting path variables that are disjoint from I,, JI, K1 respectively, 
and also disjoint from the indices of any local variables in S (with Jz, K? C: I? and 
J2 n K2 = {}). 
Let I=11 UIz, J=J, UJ2, K=K, UK? and 
a=t!UrqlJ%K 
c=pcUqJUqfcUrfcU{o} 
R=INV[I,J,K]. 
Then 
Proof (Outline). Proof of this theorem is by structural induction over S. We deal 
with the inductive cases first. These follow easily from the distribution rules for data 
refinement. The distribution rules for loops and if-statements require 
INV[I, J, K] A def (E) * E = &[E]. (6) 
Implication (6) follows easily by structural induction on E: in the case of root 
expressions, we have, for example, that 
INV[I, J, K] A Is_Node( ti) + root( t, ) = p,” .root, 
while in the case of simple checks for equality, we have, for example, that 
INV[I,J,K] 3 (tl=E)=(pi=nil). 
The other inductive case that introduces proof obligations is for val parameters in 
procedure calls (see Appendix B). This case requires, for example, that 
INV[I,J,K] Adef(E) A pre + INV[I,J,K][t,,p,\E,Y’[El]. 
Here, pre is the list of preconditions on val parameters preceding a procedure call (see 
Section 3.2). Again this follows easily from the definition of -I -, e.g., for the case of 
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Y[lefl(t;)J, we have to show that 
INUI,J,K] * NV[LJ,K][t;, pi\leJi(tl),a(p;).lef]. 
This follows from 
Is-Node(t) A AbsTree(t, p, 6) =+ AbsTree(feft(t), a(p).left, 0). 
The base cases of the inductive proof on statements are the assignments. Assignments 
to program variables other than tree or path variables are taken care of by (6) and the 
data-refinement rules for assignment in Fig. 9. 
The remaining base cases are the assignments to trees and paths. Each of these is 
also taken care of by the data-refinement rules for assignment in Fig. 9. For example, 
to show that 
$3’[{Zs_Node(t;/m;)}m; := mi(left)J _C qi := qr.left, 
we need to show that 
Zs_Node(tJm;) A ZNV[Z,J,K] 3 ZNVIZ,J,K][mj,qj\m,(left),o(qj).left]. 
This follows from 
Zs_Nude(t/m) A AbsTreePath(t, m, p, q, a) 
3 AbsTreePath(t,m(left), p, o(q).left, a), 
which follows from 
Zs_Node(t/m) r\Match(t, p,o) A m E paths(t) A q =follow(p,m,a) 
* a(q).left =ftiZlow(p,m(lef?), a). 
Before concluding this proof outline, we comment on the requirement that the pointer 
representations be acyclic and that separate trees have disjoint representations (mod- 
ulo *). Disjointness is clearly required to prevent an assignment to one tree from 
having a side effect on another. The requirement for acyclicity is necessary in or- 
der to ensure that the cut operation preserves disjointness. For example, without the 
acyclicity requirement, the tree tl = node(b, node(b, v, E), t) could be represented by 
the acyclic store o={(pl,mknode(b,p~,nil))}. Now, the cut operation tl,tI:=tl / 
left, t,/left would be implemented by p2 := pl which would clearly violate disjoint- 
ness. Also, disjointness oft, and ti is necessary to ensure that paste preserves acyclicity 
(modulo *). 
9. Conclusions 
We have described a function Y that syntactically transforms algorithms on enriched 
trees into efficient pointer implementations. We outlined a proof showing that the target 
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code generated by .Y’ is always a correct data refinement of the source code. The use 
of such a transformation i%nction was partly inspired by the distribution rules for data 
refinement of Fig. 9 and Appendix B. 
The transformation function Y is crucially dependent on having identified some 
commonly used pointer manipulations on tree-based structures and providing repre- 
sentations of these manipulations in terms of abstract trees. We required two simple 
enrichments of abstract trees: paths, which allow for access of subtrees without us- 
ing recursive descent, and the *-tree, which provides an elegant way of dealing with 
sharing that arises during manipulation of structures. Use of the *-tree, along with the 
various syntactic restrictions on what is transformable, allow us to avoid aliasing. This 
simplifies the reasoning considerably and allows the pointer-introduction transforma- 
tions to work smoothly. As well as traversal and manipulation of trees, wc are able 
to deal safely with storage allocation and deallocation (though we have Ignored the 
potential problem of running out of memory). 
Several approaches to dealing with correctness of pointer algorithms exist 13. 10, I I]. 
These provide general rules for reasoning about programs at the level of pointers. Their 
use can be quite cumbersome as they usually involve complex assertions. 
Miiller introduced a transformational approach to pointer algorithms in [ 12, 131. He 
explicitly treats the store as a partial map and provides algebraic laws for partial 
maps that can be used to transform operations on abstract lists and trees to pointer 
algorithms. MGller’s work served as a strong basis for our work on the refinement of 
trees by pointers. From experience, we found the derivation of iterative algorithms on 
pointers using Mijller’s approach to be quite complicated. By identifying abstractions 
of common operations, providing correct refinements of these and then putting these 
together with the rules for distributing data refinement. we can shield many of these 
complications. 
The idea of using paths as abstractions for pointers is not new either. Cartwright et al. 
proposed extending Lisp-like data structures with paths in order to replace pointers [6]. 
They provide some operations similar to ours such as extending a path to the left or 
to the right. However, they do not provide a cut operation or deal with sharing in the 
way that we do. 
Many operators on trees are most naturally described as applicative-style recursive 
functions. In addition to the transformation function .Y, we provide some rules that 
can be used to derive imperative algorithms on enriched trees from such recursive 
functions. Essentially, we provide a set of refinement templates for several classes of 
recursive tinctions on trees. 
In this paper, we imposed the restriction that each tree may have at most one path. 
However, [4] does support multiple paths. The difficulty of having multiple paths is 
that a paste operation can destroy the abstraction relation between a tree and other 
paths if the path used to perform the paste is a prefix of some other path. In [4], this 
is dealt with by adding the following assertion to the abstract paste operation: 
{+lklk fj . ml < mf)). 
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Here, M( is the path used to perform the paste to tl and m 5 m’ means that m is 
a prefix of rn’. We avoided multiple paths in this paper to simplify the description 
of the transformation function 5“ and its soundness proof. Furthermore, a single path 
is sufficient for many algorithms involving trees including insertion and deletion on 
balanced trees. 
The function Y is presented as a set of straightforward syntactic transformations of 
statements, predicates and expressions. The restrictions on what is transformable are 
also syntactic. Therefore it should be possible to embed these transformations in a tool 
that supports program refinement such as [5]. It should also be possible to provide 
support for the applicative-to-imperative refinement schemas in such a tool. 
Although we have restricted ourselves to binary trees, the approach described here 
should extend easily to n-ary trees and more general recursive data structures (such 
as abstract syntax trees for languages). We could also consider enriching the concrete 
pointer structures, for example, by having doubly-linked structures. In either case, we 
could then extend the set of abstract operations for which pointer refinements are 
provided (e.g., retracting a path in the case of doubly-linked pointers) and also extend 
the set of applicative-to-imperative refinement schemas. 
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Appendix A. Auxiliary update function 
Lemma 1 
m E paths(l) + UPD’(node(a,L,R), (left),)= node(a, UPD’(L,m),R) 
m E paths(R) =+ UPD’(node(a,L,R), (right)m)= node(a,L, UPD’(R,m)). 
This lemma is proven using standard fixed-point reasoning treating UPD’ as a relation 
defined by a Ieast (w.r.t. relational inclusion) fixed-point. 
Lemma 2 
m E paths(t) + UPD’(t,m) = t[m\UPD(t/m)]. 
This lemma is proven using structural induction over c and m and Lemma 1. 
Corollary 1 
UPD’(t, 0) = UPD(t). 
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Appendix B. Additional data refinement laws 
al,clnfi R 
R*Pal,cl .Q> 
S independent of initial value of ai 
p A R + R[ao, CO, uo\E, G, F] A F = H 
a~, uo\E, F]]I 
CO, UO\G,H] 
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